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Editor’s note:

The one about Earth
Eric Long | editor-in-chief
Sometimes it is easier to choose convenience over what would
be considered eco-friendly. But whatever choices are made, it is
important to be aware of the damage being done to this planet we
call home.
It has been said over and over that the climate is changing, and
not in a positive way. And humans are to blame.
This issue has become a political argument between the believers and the nonbelievers. But this back and forth on who is right
has only wasted time on combating the negative effects of climate
change.
Sometimes it just takes a day to remind people about how important it is to protect our home. And Earth Day is that reminder.
Read about what EWU is doing to celebrate Earth Day in the
article “EWU goes green to promote Earth Day” on page 3 by
contributing writer Ryan Arnold.
Also in this issue:
Phi Delta Theta held its second annual home-run derby to raise
money for ALS research. Read more about the philanthropy event
in the article “Phi Delta Theta knocks ALS out of the park” on
page 6 by contributing writer Colette-Janae Buck.
A new sushi joint, Copper Hana, opened up in Cheney. Learn
more about what it has to offer in the article “New sushi bar Copper Hana has potential but service lacks” on page 4 by contributing writer Erin Rebar.

BFA VCD students showcase work
| page 8
ALS fundraiser goes off without a
hitch | page 6
Copper Hana makes it’s first
impressions | page 4

Students speak their mind on
marijuana tax potential | page 10
Reese Court due for an upgrade
page 14
Front created by Kayla Lee

Quarterback search continues
page 13

A bout The Easterner
Front page art explained
I added a new art style to my repertoire called low poly and a
sphere is a friendly shape for this art style. A lot of art for Earth
Day involves landscapes but I took a different approach and went
for a space theme, encompassing all of the earth.
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News

EWU goes green to promote Earth Day
By Ryan Arnold | contributing writer

E

arth Day 2016 is hitting EWU’s campus on April 22 and
will be chock full of activities, learning experiences and
opportunities for free stuff.
Eastern plans to teach students what it means to be environmentally savvy. EWU’s Earth Day festivities can be seen as an
environment created for individuals who are already taking the
step toward conscious, environmental living. EWU will launch
an electric vehicle charging station located at the Visitor’s Center
parking lot at 1:30 p.m. This will allow students and faculty to
take advantage of their electric powered vehicles if they commute
and need an extra charge.
Scott Buck, the director of the organization that is involved
with EWU’s promotion of sustainability and environmental
awareness, has created this day for students and faculty to enjoy
all while creating an environment to educate people on mindful
environmental living. This
is best conveyed through
the activities brought on by
Buck and his team.
Buck discussed the
various tables and events
that will occur on Earth
Day by starting with a bike
tune-up demo. Buck said, “A
bike tune-up demo will be
available to teach students
minor maintenance of their
bikes as well as offer them
the opportunity to sign up
for a guided bike commute
with faculty members to
By Chloë Mell | EWU Senior break down barriers that
may be causing students
to be apprehensive about
biking to school rather than driving.”
By carefully constructing events and or activities like this,
Buck said he is trying to promote positive change for students to
help our environment on EWU’s campus and help educate those
individuals who want to make a difference.
Throughout the day, students can expect anything from
$1 soda refills from EWU’s Dining Services to a viewing of
“Finding Nemo” at 7 p.m. in Showalter, room 109.
“At various informational tables in the Mall, students will be
given the opportunity to take part in a raffle and given seed-embedded tickets that will be stamped at the educational stations.
Once a student receives three stamps and turns the ticket in, they
will be eligible to win a $100 Eagle Card, sustainable gift basket,
Thinking of You basket or Good Works jewelry,” Buck said.
These are just a few examples of the activities that will commence on Earth Day and Buck suggests that people not miss out
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on opportunities to learn about eco-friendly living and having an
opportunity to win prizes. By participating, one could help make
a difference by making the Earth a healthier place and create a
greater knowledge on environmentally clean living.
EWU is home to commuter students who may not have the
opportunity to participate in on-campus activities.
Chloë Mell, an EWU senior, is planning on spending her day
in Spokane cleaning up Highbridge Park.
“Because of my love for this Earth, I like to think that my
contributions to our community will create awareness so that

my community can help sustain not only cleanliness, but also
environmentally conscious living within the Pacific Northwest,”
Mell said.

What are you doing for “Earth Day?” Let us know
@easterneronline.
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News

New sushi bar Copper Hana has potential but service lacks
By Erin Rebar | contributing writer

O

ne’s first impression of Copper Hana, Cheney’s new
sushi restaurant, is overwhelmingly positive. It is
located conveniently on First Street next to The Basement in the heart of downtown Cheney.
The restaurant is small and clean; the glossy wood floors
meet with walls colored halfway up in copper panels the
texture of an aluminum roof slab and the rest of the way in
a matte gray paint. Brightly-colored paintings of fish and sea
creatures line the right-hand wall. To the left, a bar topped
with hammered copper wraps around an open kitchen.
“It was really good,” said Mary Ormsby, an EWU senior
who has eaten at Copper Hana three times so far. “There’s
nothing really like that in Cheney. It’s not super authentic and
they are really new, so they are still working out some kinks,
but it’s good. The sushi’s good.”
While the sushi may be good, Copper Hana’s customer
service is lacking. “Service is pretty slow,” said Ormsby. “So
if you are pressed for time I wouldn’t go there.” According to
Ormsby, she had to wait between 30 and 45 minutes before
receiving her meal.
Ormsby’s experience seems to be held across the board.
Five out of eight reviews on Copper Hana’s Facebook page
echoed Ormsby’s sentiment, and while the majority of the
reviews were positive, almost all seemed to mention “kinks”
that needed to be worked out. One reviewer in particular
mentioned that she did not even receive acknowledgement
from a server for at least 15 minutes.
Copper Hana’s general manager, Kenta Nishimori, was
honest about the problems the restaurant needs to work out.
“Cheney is a very small town,” said Nishimori. “So it’s hard
to find good waitresses because no one really knows what
sushi is or what Japanese food is, so it’s kind of hard to
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train somebody that’s been used to serving pizzas and tacos.
Memorizing everything is hard for them. It’s also been hard to
get to customers because we are understaffed.”
According to Nishimori, Copper Hana has been packed
during the evening. “I didn’t expect it to be this busy. Some
people are waiting 30 or 40 minutes,” he said. With a staff of
approximately 10 people, Copper Hana is struggling to keep
up with the traffic.
The new restaurant has been open for about a month
and Nishimori has been handling everything from fixing
the sushi to managing the staff. He has been making sushi
since he was 15, an art he learned at a Japanese restaurant in
Coeur d’Alene after he moved to America from Japan.
Nishimori has a lot of experience at sushi restaurants,
helping to open several in the Pacific Northwest. When a
friend approached him about helping to open a restaurant in
Cheney, Nishimori was the perfect man for the job.
“I got talked into coming here,” said Nishimori. “I
came and helped open this place. [I’ve done] menus and
hiring … I’ve done everything.”
Copper Hana gets most of its fish from Seattle and Los
Angeles, as well as from Japan. “A lot of [the fish] is not sustainable,” said Nishimori. “Sustainable [fish] is really expensive.
There’s one place in Seattle that does sustainable [fish], but
that’s the only place that I know that has sustainable sushi.”
The food served at Copper Hana is mostly Japanese,
though several dishes do have some Hawaiian influence.
According to Nishimori, they try to keep the food as authentic
as possible. “We use short grain rice from Japan,” he said.
“Everyone else in Spokane uses medium grain Calrose,
so what separates us is that we try to keep it more on the
Japanese side of things.”

Copper Hana in Cheney serves both sushi and ramen dishes | Photos by
Karissa Berg

News

EWU health hut takes action against sexual assault
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer

I

t is Sexual Assault Action Week and
events will be taking place throughout the
week. Events will primarily take place on
Cheney’s campus, but a few events will also be
on the Spokane campus.
Health Education Coordinator Laura
Mathieson was in charge of Sexual Assault
Action Week this year and pulled together a
sub-committee to help put the week’s events
into action.
Tricia Hughes, Health, Wellness and
Prevention director said Sexual Assault Action
Week is put on every year and a mix of people
will be running the events.
EWU student and peer health educator lead
Erika Ruppelius said, “Every year we want to
encourage the campus to show support for survivors of sexual assault, as it is an important topic
on college campuses and something that affects
a lot of men and women throughout universities
in the U.S.”
However, a new event called the
Tunnel of Truth was introduced on
Monday for the first time this year. “This
is something the committee came up
with,” Hughes said.

Students were able to walk down the tunnel
that educated them on rape myths that exist
in our culture. There were posters to read,
a video clip and an audio clip, followed by a
discussion at the end. Hughes referred to it as
an interactive event.
Other events on April 18 and 19 included a
consent presentation given by women’s studies
manager Lisa Logan and a showing of “The
Hunting Ground,” a documentary focused
around sexual assault on college campuses.
A Start By Believing presentation will be
held on the Spokane campus April 20 from
12-1 p.m. “It will be our first time doing the
presentation at the EWU Spokane campus,”
Hughes said.
EWU will be partnering with the WSU
Spokane staff for the event as well.
April 20 from 12-12:50 p.m. will be a
Start By Believing presentation on Cheney’s
campus through the weekly workshop put on by
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Take Back the Night is another event taking
place on April 21 from 6-9 p.m. in the campus
mall. Hughes said Take Back the Night is a
national awareness campaign focused on ending

engage in a game or activity on whatever the
sexual violence on college campuses and in
topic is of the week,” Hughes said.
communities throughout the country.
Peer health educators staff the Health Huts
“We have also been able to partner with
and Hughes said students are welcome to come
several departments and groups on campus to
up and ask staff health
educate students and help
questions as well.
them explore this topic,
Health, Wellness
culminating in the Take
and Prevention
Back the Night Rally on
Services has a total of
April 21,” Ruppelius said.
five paid peer health
Peer Health
educator leads who
Educators will be taking
work approximately
part in, as well as
10-12 hours per week.
facilitating, all events.
There is also a peer
“Each quarter we try
health educator club
to do an awareness week,”
for students interested
Hughes said.
in volunteering. “We
In the fall, EWU
have a lot of volunteers
Health, Wellness and
Prevention Services put
By Tricia Hughes | EWU Health, that fill in at the health
on an alcohol awareness
Wellness and Prevention director hut and presentations,”
Hughes said.
week and then a sexual
Applications are available in the Health,
health week in February.
Wellness and Prevention Services office or
Other events include Health Huts that are
online at Eastern’s website. Hughes said they
on campus each week. “Every week we have a
discidifferent topic in the Health Hut and it’s staffed seek students from a broad array of 76130
plines and are always accepting applications.
by our peer health educators, so students can

“

It will be our
first time doing
the presentation
at the EWU
Spokane
campus.
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Arts and Entertainment
Phi Delta Theta knocks ALS out of the park
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer

D

ressed in baseball pants and previous philanthropy event tee-shirts,
Phi Delta Theta fraternity members took to the mound to raise
money for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) through their second
annual home-run derby on April 17.
Organized as a precursor to Phi Delta’s main philanthropy event, the Iron
Phi 170-mile relay run, the derby drew an attendance of greeks and non-greeks
alike. Over 40 people came to support Phi Delta and helped raise approximately $405 for the ALS Association in just three hours during the derby.
Alex Jordan, EWU sophomore and Phi Delta Philanthropy chair, said the
reason Phi Delta holds the derby is to have it serve as one of their platforms for
donations and ALS awareness.
“The derby really is a way to raise money and help spread awareness,” said
Jordan. “You come out, pay a small fee, hit as many homeruns as you can and
all the money we raise goes toward ALS research.”
Both single entries and team entries were welcome at the derby and all
required to pay a donation fee to enter. Single batters paid a $5 entrance fee,
while teams of up to five paid a $20 entrance fee.
During this year’s derby, three girls teams and two boys teams of five as
well as over 20 single participants made up the 2016 derby line-up.
EWU sorority Alpha Xi Delta fielded two of the three girls teams with one
team taking home the title of champions for the women’s team derby with a
total of three home runs. Phi Delta Theta’s team scored 19 cumulative home
runs and took home the men’s derby championship title.
Red envelopes containing prizes for the winners of both the singles division
and the team division were passed out. Haircuts and a $50 gift card to Buffalo
Wild Wings were some of the included rewards.
Since Phi Delta started holding both their derby and relay run in 2012 they

Photographers
Karissa Berg
Melanie Flint
Distributor
Kate Magie
Sonya Borgman
Staff Adviser
Carleigh Hill

have collected almost $28,000 that has been put toward their ALS cause. Just
this academic year alone Phi Delta has raised over $7,000 for ALS — $3,000
short of reaching their $10,000 goal for the 2015-2016 school year.
Donations to Phi Delta’s ALS philanthropy are taken through a website
called ironphi.org. Phi Delta members set up their own donation profiles where
individuals can give directly under a member’s name to the site and help their
member reach a goal of raising $1,000.

Continued on next page ...

EWU is Going Green!
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Alex Jordan pitching during the baseball game | Photo by Melanie Flint

EWU has installed four L2 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations:
two at the Visitor Center and two at the Computer Engineering Building.
The units will be available after the ribbon cutting on Friday, April 22, Earth Day.

Rarely available awesome
apartments for EWU Students!
Across the street from EWU Campus at 111–119 N. 9th Street.
Fully Furnished, All Utilities Included plus Wifi and Basic Cable,
Off Street Parking, Private suites with private baths and in-bedroom
TV’s furnished. Granite counters and porcelain tile floors.
Individual leases for 10 Months to 2 years.

“The nicest place in Cheney for EWU Students to live”
www.premierstudentliving.com
509-235-1928

Each unit will be open for operation Monday-Friday, 7:15am –
4:45pm. They are open to all persons who wish to charge their
electric vehicles. No permit is needed; however, there is a four-hour
maximum per day per vehicle charging time limit and the meter
associated with the station must be paid while charging. The cost to
charge is $1.25 per hour; .75 cents for the stall per hour and .50
cents for the use of the station per hour. Each four-hour charging
session will provide a topping off of approximately 40 miles. After
the four-hours, the vehicle must be moved to open the space for
another four-hour session.
These units are very efficient as they use 16 – 20 amps versus the
normal 60 – 80 amps of other L2 units. In addition, EWU has
installed monitoring systems that are wired directly to the circuit to
track total energy consumption, allowing EWU to research the
energy efficiency of the charging stations, without monthly
networking fees or maintenance contracts.

If you have any questions, please contact
EWU Parking and Transportation at 359-PARK (7275).
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PREVIEW

“These Shining Lives” cast brings
the 1920s to life this spring
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer

Austin Schuetzle-Ellis at bat | Photo by Melanie Flint

Gaige Baisch winding up | Photo by Melanie Flint

Phi Delta continued ...
Phi Delta members who raise $1,000 over
the course of their four academic years as a
Phi Delta receive the title of an “Iron Phi.”
Iron Phi’s are commemorated with a personal
number that corresponds to their listing in a
compilation of other brothers who have achieved
the status on the Iron Phi website.
According to Brandon Hoff, an EWU
senior and Phi Delta brother, the title is a way
to encourage brothers to help raise money. “It
is an incentive,” said Hoff. “But really we try
to find a way to give back, and encourage our
members to help be a part of something bigger
than just themselves.”
Hoff said he has had a real interest in participating in the derby and Iron Phi Relay since his
sophomore year when he was philanthropy chair
and helped organize that year’s relay.
“Raising money for ALS research is really
the bread and butter of our fraternity,” Hoff said.
Earning $1,001 for the ALS charity in his four
years at EWU, Hoff earned the title of an Iron
Phi and said he looks forward to finishing his
last Iron Phi Relay race.
“It’s my last year participating in the relay,
so it’s bittersweet,” Hoff said. He was also the
former 2015 ALS derby champion, hitting
approximately 20 home-runs last year.
Chapter president and EWU junior Cody
Koch said he is glad to be a part of the relay
and raising efforts and believes participating in
philanthropy efforts is important. “Philanthropy
really helps put everyone who wants to work to
work,” Koch said.
Koch has raised approximately $432 in
his Phi Delta career but is continuing to raise
more money and helps support the Phi Delta

philanthropy by organizing events as well.
“You know, I don’t know how to research
a cure for ALS, but I do know how to put
together an event and raise money for someone
who does,” Koch said.
The ALS Relay, formally known as the Iron
Horse Challenge, will be Phi Delta’s next ALS
philanthropy event. Running 170 miles in three
days, the relay will be held from April 30 to
May 1 with a kick off barbecue at the Phi Delta
chapter house on April 30.
From there, members will run about 50
miles the first day, then drive back to Cheney
and stay the night before getting up the next
morning and driving back to the stopping point
to begin again.
“We then start again from the point we left
off at the previous day and run to Mardon Lake
near Othello,” said Jordan. “Mardon Lake resort
usually donates campground spaces for us to
stay at overnight before we finish our run the
next day and run all the way to the Iron Horse
monument in Vantage.”
Other chapters of Phi Delta throughout
Washington state, such as the University of
Washington’s Alpha chapter and the University
of Puget Sound’s Delta chapter, often partake in
the Iron Horse relay challenge and meet EWU’s
Phi Delta’s at the monument.
“In the past, different chapters would run
from their houses and meet us there,” said
Jordan. “This year I believe University of Puget
Sound may meet us there.”
Donations toward Phi Delta’s philanthropy
can also be made to singular members, or the Phi
Delta chapter as a whole through team donations
during the run through the Iron Phi website.

“T

Cast of “These Shining Lives”| Photo by Karissa Berg

hese Shining Lives” production at EWU will replicate the
tragedy that struck four historical
women who started the implementation of
workplace safety laws in the United States
during the 1920s.
“These women changed the workplace,”
said EWU Director of Theatre Sara Goff.
“They worked for a company that lied to them
since women were disposable at the time.”
The play is written by Melanie Marnich
who captures the lives of four women who
worked for Radium Dial, a watch factory
in Ottawa, Illinois. These women tragically
lost their lives after being carelessly exposed
to the chemical radium, which was used to
paint the watches.
“This play is the most enjoyable for me
but the most challenging,” said EWU senior
Kellen Morgan. “I don’t relate to a married,
WWII veteran who has a dying wife and
two kids. These emotions are new for me and
when we leave rehearsals you’re not joking
around with your cast mates.”
Morgan portrays the husband of
Catherine Donohue, the woman who narrates
the experience in the play that is portrayed
by EWU senior Carly Stewart. Morgan
and Stewart have both performed in three
productions here at EWU.
“I have never been through the experience of dying of cancer or anything
like these women had to go through,”
said Stewart. “This is a more challenging play for me since you are making
an emotional sacrifice every time you’re
portraying the character.”
Once the women realized they were
experiencing the detrimental side effects of

the radium, they took Radium Dial to court
for a lawsuit and won their case six times but
each was appealed. The case was eventually
taken to the Supreme Court after the women
died a suffering death, which then initiated
the implementation of workplace safety laws
in the United States.
“I try to put myself in Catharine
Donohue’s position,” said Goff. “I am married
with two children and to have to go through
that would be tragic for me and my family.”
During the 1920s women were starting
to have more of a role in the household
other than being a homemaker or a mother
according to Goff. They were easily taken
advantage of when entering labor positions
during this time.
Although the story is tragic and fatal,
Goff describes the script as being poetic
and romantic while also being told in a
light-hearted and hopeful way.
“If you like theater you’re going to love
this and if you don’t like theater you will be
converted,” Goff said.
Stewart and Morgan also encourage students to come out and watch the production.
“You could watch a play numerous times
and it’s never going to be the same,” said
Morgan. “Every time will be a difference
experience and emotions portrayed by the
performers. It is not the same experience like
the movies where you can recite each pause
and quote.”
The production will take place on May 6,
7, 13 and 14 at 7:30 p.m. Also on May 15 at 2
p.m. and May 12 at 5 p.m.
“Come out and watch,” said
Stewart. “There are so many aspects
students can relate to.”
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VCD Senior Ex hibitio n

“Swallowed by the W

Catastrophe | Nathan Page
Live in the Present | Scott Williams

My project is based around
“
snowboarding and my inspiration

for that is based around the
driving forces in our unique lives
that inspire us in a continued
search for progression.
scott williams | VCD senior
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Noise Buffet | Adm Smth

Unti

Special Spread
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer

V

Wall”

Filter the Contaminants | Ariel Sopu

Hey, how are you? | Ashley Jhaveri

itled | Wyatt Feaster

I am married to a
“
Polynesian man ... the

inspiration stemmed from
comments directed at us as
a couple as well as toward
our children.
Ariel Sopu | VCD senior

Project Aegis| Kris Estacio

isual communication design (VCD) students are expressing their
own personal inspirations in the senior exhibition “Swallowed
by the Wall” April 29 through May 12.

“There isn’t necessarily a theme that all of our work falls into,”
said EWU senior and designer Ariel Sopu in an email interview. “As
BFA students in the VCD program, we have been working individually on our installations for nearly a year with the in-class guidance
of three faculty members.”
The gallery is open from 6-8 p.m. at the EWU Gallery of Art located in
the foyer of the Art Building.
“[Students should attend the exhibit] to get a view into the work and
minds of fellow students,” said EWU senior and designer Nathan Page. “To
see what can be accomplished at this level.”
This particular exhibit will include pieces in pencil and ink of
varying sizes along with some digital manipulation and enhancement, according to Page.
The seven designers presenting their work in the exhibit are Page and
Sopu along with EWU seniors Ashley Jhaveri, Scott Williams, Kris Estacio,
Wyatt Feaster and Adm Smth.
“We have developed, edited and redeveloped our ideas for our final
installations,” Sopu said.
The exhibit will feature interactive, social issue pieces and more. The
work exhibited is from the students’ challenging processes.
“Our lives and hearts have been poured into this past year’s experience and we would love nothing more than to have the support from the
university and the community,” said Sopu. “Having the opportunity to
express and improve myself through art and design has become a massive
part of my life.”
Each of the designers’ pieces tells a story and comes from their own
inspiration based off of their life experiences.
Estacio depicted an eye-opening experience, which he incorporated in
his piece, “Project Aegis.”
“Project Aegis is an exploration of conceptual survival packs and kits,”
said Estacio. “It was inspired by the outbreak of wildfires around the country
during the summer of 2015. It was a wakeup call for me in terms of how
unprepared I and so many others are when it comes to natural disasters.”
The other designers have their own intricate inspirations. Sopu’s inspiration came from her experiences of multiracial families, interracial couples and
those who have been treated differently because of their family’s appearance.
“I am married to a Polynesian man who was born and raised in Tonga,
and we have two children together,” said Sopu. “The inspiration stemmed
from comments directed at us as a couple as well as toward our children,
and then I gathered information and similar experiences from other
couples/families.”
Williams incorporated his passion for his hobby into his piece. “My
project is based around snowboarding and my inspiration for that is based
around the driving forces in our unique lives that inspire us in a continued
search for progression,” said Williams. “Snowboarding focuses this continued search for progression for me, almost giving me a spiritual experience
that always begs the question, ‘What’s Next’ as I sit not just at the top of the
mountain but of the world.”
Many of these designers have worked up to this particular goal of
showing off their inspirational piece for quite a while now.
“I have been in school for art alone at one time, and at school for
design alone at another time,” said Sopu. “Neither of those alone were truly
fulfilling or satisfying to me, but being in the BFA for VCD has created
that balance that I have been seeking. With the challenges and exponential
freedom allowed for growth in this program I have found my happy place.”
Students are encouraged to come see the experiences and guidance
these designers have received through hard work and dedication in the
“Swallowed by the Wall” exhibit.
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Opinion Opinion
Math Lab contributes to departments bad reputation
By Joe Matthews | opinion editor

U

nfortunately for EWU, over the past
several years its math department has
received the reputation of being sub-par.
With complaints of poor teaching, tests that
have nothing to do with prior lessons and little
resources to their disposal, students have become
incredibly frustrated with the lack of progress they
are seeing, not only in their own education, but in
Eastern’s compliance to provide the necessary tools
for them to succeed.
The Math Lab is one of the main resources
that professors recommend students take advantage of and, in all reality, it is a really good one for
most people. However, most people aren’t taking
classes higher than basic college level algebra and
for the brave souls who venture on past this course
into the calculus classes there seems to be a rapid
decline in the amount of help they are offered.
“When I was in [calculus] one and two you
could never really go in there and find someone
easily to help you with your math. There were a
lot of people from your class in there so we had
to work together and figure it out ourselves,”
Jenna Alleman, a junior EWU mechanical
engineering major, said.
With calculus classes being extremely difficult
already, the lack of proper help could really make
one’s life hell. Falling behind in math classes
is probably one of the hardest things to come
back from due to new material being presented
on the daily. If one can’t get help on prior work
when they are struggling, the probability of them
passing decreases every day.
Though some students express frustration, the
employees at the Math Lab insist that there are
people there who can provide help.
“I would say something like 85 percent [can
help with] calculus,” said EWU senior and Math

Easterner
Asks:
What should
Washingtons’
marijuana tax
go to?

“I think that the plus tutoring center usually
Lab employee Armand Mauro. “[Calculus] three
has tutors who are able to tutor high level math
and up is where it goes down to a handful, at
but for their system they don’t have walk-ins so it’s
least with the people that I personally work with.
based off of getting a tutor at the beginning of the
I know nine including myself that are able to
year and then working with them for the rest of
help. For the abstract math, for example modern
the year,” Mauro said.
algebra, continuous and advanced calculus, there
Most students don’t realize they will need
are three or four that I personally work with who
help in a class on the first day. For those who
are able to [help].”
only need help for a particSeeing how most
ular section being taught
tutors in the Math
two months into the quarter,
Lab should be able
finding a tutor could still
to help with math
prove to be a challenge.
up to calculus two,
With that being said,
the main problem
Mauro recommends using
must lie in the comthe Khan Academy and
munication. This
PatrickJMT resources on
could also be said
YouTube if students can’t
about the higher
find other forms of help.
levels of math too.
He claims they are great for
With at least nine
higher level math because
tutors with the
ability to help higher
By Jenna Alleman| EWU Junior they explain things incredibly well and they helped him
level math students,
when he was taking calculus four.
there shouldn’t be a problem.
EWU’s reputation for being unsatisfactory
“I think it would be a good idea if they had
when it comes to the math department may be
someone who was [able to help with] advanced
somewhat harsh, but with the difficulties some
math and they had a scheduled time they were in
students are having, it’s not completely uncalled
there and they would send that time out to people
for. With confusion coming from the main rewho were in the higher level classes so they know
source math students have, it makes sense that
when to go in,” Alleman said.
some students are heated about the situation.
This could be a viable solution to the problem.
Though tutors are available, the lack of
With a set schedule for when certain tutors should
communication between the Math Lab and
be in the Math Lab, there shouldn’t be any more
students, and the fact that the best option is
confusion as to where the help is. However, the
to get a tutor at the start of the quarter when
problem could then be times not working out for
you aren’t even sure you need one, is the real
some students. With more potential problems, the
problem when it comes to higher level math.
best solution could be to get a tutor of your own,
but even that’s difficult to do.

Sophomore Dylan
Anthony:
“Honestly,
I’d love
to see the
tax money
going
toward
new roads,
especially
in Spokane.
Ya know, pot for the potholes.”
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“

When I was
in [calculus] one
and two you could
never really go in
there.

Senior Darrin Love:
“Doing something like what
Colorado has
been doing would
be awesome.
Their marijuana
taxes go toward
helping reconstruct their public
school systems. If
we could do that, I’d be jacked.”

Senior Jake Fankhauser:
“Well I don’t think that
it should be designated to
just one area. Designating
a portion that goes toward
revamping our public transportation, another that goes
toward our school system
and another for parks would
be cool. I just feel that
whatever it goes to, it should
be spread out amongst reasonable causes.
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Eagles fly high in California meets
By Grace Pohl | staff writer

J

unior Sarah Reiter and redshirt junior
Katie Mahoney both broke school
records at the Mt. SAC Relays and the
Long Beach Invitational in California, as
eight new conference qualifying marks were
set by EWU athletes over the weekend.
Reiter broke the school record in the
5,000-meter with a time of 16:37.33 at
the Mt. SAC Relays on April 15. Mattie
Bridgmon held the previous record in
2008 with a time of 16:33.6. This time also
qualifies Reiter for the conference championship, this being her third qualifying
time. She is now qualified in the 1,500meter, 10,000-meter and the 5,000-meter.
“I felt that collectively as a team we
did great and there were a lot of personal
bests and season bests,” Reiter said.

Mahoney broke her own school record
in the 1,500-meter at the Long Beach
Invitational on April 16. She qualified with
a time of 4:22.92 and placed second in the
event. Her previous record was set in 2014
with a time of 4:24.05. Mahoney is now
qualified in three events for the conference
championship. Along with the 1,500-meter,
she is also qualified in the 800-meter and
the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
Senior Kaytlyn Coleman also re-broke
her previous school record in the hammer
throw at the Long Beach Invitational,
throwing for 200. She took seventh place
in the event.
Sophomore Tierra White tied her
current personal best performance of
5-5 in the high jump at the Long Beach

Women’s Qualifiers/Records
800-meter

–

2:11.95

– redshirt junior Katie Mahoney

1,500-meter

–

4:28.93

– junior Sarah Reiter

3,000 Steeplechase –

10:25.82

– junior Paula Gil-Echevarria

3,000 Steeplechase –

10:10.33

– redshirt junior Katie Mahoney

10,000-meter

–

33:46.71

– junior Sarah Reiter

10,000-meter

–

35:38.54

– redshirt junior Berenice Penaloza

Hammer Throw

–

200-7

– senior Kaytlyn Coleman

Shot Put

–

47-7 1/4

– senior Kaytlyn Coleman

Triple Jump

–

38-0 3/4

– sophomore Dominique Butler

Pole Vault

–

12-1 1/2

– junior Erin Clark

Pole Vault

–

12-1 1/2

– freshman Elizabeth Prouty

Pole Vault

–

12-1 1/2

– junior Anandae Clark

Pole Vault

–

12-1 1/2

– sophomore Macey Weitz

Javelin

–

143-8

– sophomore Bridgette Underwood

Javelin

–

141-6

– junior Samantha Baker

Heptathlon

–

4,545 points – junior Kendra Hamm

100-meter

–

11.97

– sophomore Rebecca Tarbert

5,000-meter

–

16:27.33

– junior Sarah Reiter

1,500-meter

–

4:22.92

– redshirt junior Katie Mahoney

Long Jump

–

16-8 3/4

– junior Kendra Hamm
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Invitational, which is also ninth all-time
at Eastern.
Junior Samantha Baker broke her season
personal best in the javelin at the Long
Beach Invitational, with a distance of 142-1.
Senior Erika Lombardo ran a 12.41
in the 100-meter at the Long Beach
Invitational, only missing the conference
qualifying time by .41 seconds.
Sophomore Jeremy VanAssche now
ranks fourth all-time at Eastern with his
200-meter time of 21.21 at Mt. SAC. He
is only .18 behind the school record set by
Johnnie Williams with a time of 21.03 in
1999. VanAssche also had a new season
best in the 100-meter with a time of 10.51
at the Long Beach Invitational. He set
his own school record of 10.36 last year.
Freshman Larry Still had his best
performance this season at the Mt. SAC in
the pole vault with a 16-0 height. He is now
tied for sixth on Eastern’s all-time list.
Freshman Chez Jackson had a 50.16 time in
the 400-meter, missing the qualifying time by
just 1.16 seconds at the Long Beach Invitational.
He also completed a 6-4 in the high jump, just
.10 meters away from a qualifying jump.
Redshirt sophomore Aaron
Cunningham also had a best performance
for the season in the shot put at the Long
Beach Invitational, with a throw of 53-9.

“It was a great opportunity for our
athletes to compete against some of the
best athletes in the world, in amazing
weather, in front of crowds that love
track and field. It was a fun three days
of competition,” head coach Marcia
Mecklenburg said.
There were eight new conference
qualifiers at the meets in California.
Sophomore Rebecca Tarbert in the
100-meter, with a time of 11.97; Reiter in
the 5,000-meter, with a time of 16:27.33;
Mahoney in the 1,500-meter, with a
time of 4:22.92; redshirt junior Berenice
Penaloza in the 10,000-meter, with a time
of 35:38.54; junior Austin Upmeyer in the
400-meter, with a time of 48.87; junior
Logan Stahl in the 800-meter, with a time
of 1:52.94; and junior Kendra Hamm in
the long jump, with a distance of 16-8.
The track team now has 30 qualifiers
total, 20 for the women and 10 for the men.
Eastern has two remaining meets in
the season before the Big Sky Conference
Outdoor Championships in Greeley,
Colorado, on May 11-14. One meet is in
Spokane at the Spokane Memorial Open
on April 23, and the next is at Corvallis,
Oregon, at the OSU High Performance
Meet in the last meet of the regular season.

Men’s Qualifiers/Records
100-meter – 10.51

– sophomore Jeremy VanAssche

100-meter – 10.74

– freshman Jonah Mathews

200-meter – 21.21

– sophomore Jeremy VanAssche

Javelin

– 219-3

– senior Joey Payne

Javelin

– 190-3

– junior Joey Day

Shot Put

– 53-2 3/4 – redshirt junior Aaron Cunningham

Discus

– 161-8

– redshirt junior Aaron Cunningham

Pole Vault – 16-0 3/4 – freshman Larry Still
400-meter – 48.87

– junior Austin Upmeyer

800-meter – 1:52.94 – junior Logan Stahl

Sports

Quarterback competition igniting the Inferno
By RayJaun Stelly | contributing writer

A

fter winning the Big Sky Championship in each
of the past three seasons, the EWU football team
stumbled in the 2015-16 season, finishing 5-3 in
conference play, 6-5 overall, as three different quarterbacks all received playing time throughout the season.
Senior Jordan West immediately filled big shoes
and received the nod from coaches with the departure
of Vernon Adams last season, showing he could handle
the pressure that was put on him by practically everyone. “Good things come from pressure, as long as you
know how to control it,” said West. “When you play for
a top program you’re never entitled to anything, and
must always earn everything.”
Starting in 10 out of the 11 games, West finished with
30 touchdowns for 3,002 yards with a 64.6 completion
percentage and eight interceptions. His best game came
against Montana State where he threw for six touchdowns
for 410 yards, completing 21 of his 24 passes.
Despite West’s excellent numbers and performance,
which was successful for a full-time starter, head coach
Beau Baldwin and his staff tried a new approach
throughout the season by giving all three of his quarterbacks action on the field.
Sept. 5, 2015, we were able to get our first look at
redshirt sophomore Reilly Hennessey, who saw a fairly
significant amount of playing time during the season, as well
as being the former Washington Gatorade Player of the Year

in 2013, had a completion percentage of 64.8, quarterback
rating of 144.1, four touchdown passes for 773 yards and
three interceptions. In that short amount of field action,
Hennessey’s impact was very beneficial for the team.
Redshirt sophomore Gage Gubrud also saw playing
time last season, completing 53.8 percent of his passes for
66 yards and one interception in three games.
“If you were to go back a year ago last spring, I really
thought Gage would be right in the mix as well,” head
coach Beau Baldwin said.
April 9 capped off the Eagles’ full week of practice
for spring and Gubrud managed to stand out in the first
scrimmage, completing six of his seven passes for 145
yards and two touchdown passes, including a 67-yard
touchdown pass to senior wide receiver Cooper Kupp.
Meanwhile, Hennessy completed six of his 12 passes
for 58 yards and West completed four of his nine passes
for 49 yards along with one interception. Combined,
the three quarterbacks finished 16 of 28 passing for 249
yards for two touchdowns and an interception.
“We are competing day in and day out — that’s what
spring ball is all about. It’s my last year and I’m going to
make the most of it,” West said.
Head coach Beau Baldwin has yet to announce who
the starting quarterback will be in 2016-17 season, and
with the competition heating up it does not seem like any
decision will be coming soon.

Redshirt so. Reilly Hennessey and coach Baldwin | Photo by Melanie Flint

HAPPY 420 EAGLES!

NOW HIRING!

A message from the owners, Dennis and Michael

EuphoriaWest@gmail.com

For Summer and Fall

As one door opens, another closes, and the time
for 3 Green Thumbs to evolve from a medical to
a recreational shop has come! We want to thank
the EWU and West Plains communities for their
continued support in helping us manifest this dream.
We look forward to continuing the passion of
3 Green Thumbs with our recreational shoppe
“Euphoria” that will be coming soon!
We Currently Sell:
Indica
Sativa
Hybrid
Extract

Edibles
Topicals
Gear
Preroll

1875 1st St Cheney, WA

21

(509) 235 - 9240
EuphoriaWest@gmail.com
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Sports

COLUMN

Improved Reese Court could mean improved EWU
basketball teams
By Riley Baker | staff writer

I

f you were to walk into Reese Court right
now, you would see a lot of gray concrete
followed by some brown and orange in
the seating sections. That sight certainly won’t
impress fans, let alone a recruit looking to play
basketball for EWU—especially when the team
colors are red and black, not brown and orange.
In the EWU Athletic Program’s 20122017 strategic plan, the school’s goal is to
renovate and update Reese Court to bring
it into the 21st century.
“When you look at the facilities across
the Big Sky, Reese Court is in the top half of
the facilities in our conference,” said EWU
basketball head coach Jim Hayford. “Our
first year when our coaching staff came in,
we worked with President Rodolfo Arévalo to
add new seating, and then the next year we
added the video boards. But in the last three

years, we haven’t been able to make any real
significant improvements to the facilities. So
the next year or two we really need to think
about how to make another significant step in
enhancing the facility.”
The state of the court is important for
fans too. The nicer the facility is, the more
likely tickets are to be sold, which will
create more income.
“I think it’d be cool,” said EWU junior
Bryce Sigafoos. “As a fan you always want to
have team pride and have a good experience.”
When it comes to college basketball, and
college sports in general, the student-athlete
facilities are very important. Not only for the
overall success as a team, but also for attracting
new recruits into the program.
“It’s a big deal,” said Hayford. “Every
school brings their recruit into the facility

and says, ‘I want you to see yourself playing
here.’ At that moment, you want that
recruit to look around and say, ‘This is a
great facility, I’d love to play here.’”
Hayford believes that the Athletic
Department’s plan to paint the surface
of the court red could be an interesting
recruiting opportunity.
“If that strategy would bring in outside
funding that would make improving the facility
possible, then I’m all for that strategy,” said
Hayford. “I mean we’ve got a red football field,
right? I don’t think we’d be taking anyone
by surprise if we did it, and there are more
interestingly-designed basketball courts in
NCAA basketball than there are football fields.
So I don’t think we’d be ahead of the pack if we
did that like we were in football.”
As far as the paint job idea goes,

Sigafoos isn’t enthused. But he still
thinks an update to the facility would be
a great opportunity for the program.
“I feel like that would be extremely weird
and not appealing at all,” said Sigafoos. “But it
makes sense that you would renovate the court
because it’s going to bring higher recruits. If we
have something nicer, more recruits are going to
want to play here.”
At the end of the day, Hayford said he
believes it’s time for some sort of renovation and thinks it is necessary to keep up
with other schools.
“We can’t go four or five years without
dressing it up or you’re losing ground
with all your competition,” said Hayford.
“We just have to keep making improvements to keep it current and competitive
with who we’re recruiting against.”

Ariel view of Reese Court | Photo contributed by ewu.edu
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Big offseason grab for basketball
By Riley Baker | staff writer

E

WU basketball announced on April 13 that it
has added freshman guard Luka Vulikic to the
team for the 2016-17 season.
With the 2015-16 season gone, head coach Jim
Hayford is already working toward next year.
Vulikic is a 6-foot-5, 190-pound guard from
Belgrade, Serbia. He was a member of the Serbian
16U National Team and last year played in the
Serbian 19U National League for Jagodina.
The 18-year-old averaged 17.5 points, 5.8 assists and
6.5 rebounds per game last season.
The year before that, Vulikic earned all-tournament honors in the Euroleague Next Generation
tournament in Belgrade. He led his team to a thirdplace finish after averaging 18.3 points, 5.5 assists
and six rebounds per game in the tournament.
“He’s a great addition at our guard position,” said
Hayford. “The year before, losing both Drew [Brandon]
and Tyler [Harvey] to professional basketball and then
now Austin’s going to go play professional basketball—
that’s a really high standard of accomplishment that
we’ve had in our back court. As the season ended we
felt, ‘let’s go get one more guard who can play on the
ball.’ And fortunately for us, we drew a really good
connection and some hard work by coach [Shantay]
Legans, we think we’re bringing in one of the premier
freshmen in the Big Sky Conference.”

Vulikic certainly does have a lot of potential to
be a well-rounded player who can shoot, pass and
collect boards. There is bound to be some good competition within the team heading into next season.
“He’s another really good player, and I just
see the playing time on next year’s team with
three returning starters,” said Hayford. “It’s
going to be even more competitive for playing
time next year than I think it was any of the
last couple years. So you just put another really
good player in the mix, and I’m of the opinion
that competition for playing time is a really good
thing that makes your team stronger and better.”
With the majority of EWU’s recruits coming
from Australia, it may come as a surprise to
get a player out of Serbia. But it was thanks to
Hayford’s experience in basketball that EWU was
able to reel in Vulikic.
“One of my friends in the business, a mentor
I really respect, is Larry Brown, who is the head
coach at Southern Methodist,” said Hayford. “Just
because of some unique situations there they weren’t
able to take him, and that’s how coach Brown called
and said, ‘I think you’ll want to recruit this guy.’”
Vulikic could bring a lot of talent and versatility
to EWU over the next four years and will certainly
add depth to an already talented team.
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EWU wins Seven-A-Side Tournament
By Siobhan Ebel | contributing writer

E

WU women’s soccer won the Gonzaga Seven-ASide Tournament on April 16 against Gonzaga,
the University of Idaho and the University of
Montana on Gonzaga’s Luger Field.
In soccer, a seven-a-side game is played with
only seven players on the field at a time, and the
games last 30 minutes as opposed to the usual
90 minutes. Each participating university split
their team into two separate teams resulting in a
total of nine games played. As head coach Chad
Bodnar said, the seven-a-side tournament was,
“a great opportunity for all the kids to play,” and
allowed the coaches to “put some groups together
that we wanted to look at.”
EWU’s first game of the day was against Gonzaga,
where they more than held their own. Redshirt junior
Delaney Romero scored two consecutive goals from
within the box thanks to the elimination of the offsides
rule in seven-a-side games. Although Gonzaga managed
to score a goal of its own in the second half, goals by
sophomore Devan Talley and junior Chloe Williams
resulted in a 4-1 finish for EWU. Eastern’s second game

against Gonzaga saw a 2-0 win for EWU with goals by
senior Ua Ruedy and senior Kiana Hafferty.
EWU played Montana after its win against Gonzaga,
falling 0-1 to the Grizzlies. The Eagles went on to split
their matches against Idaho, winning 4-0 and losing 2-3.
EWU advanced to the semi-finals where it again
faced Montana. Goals by junior Savannah Hoekstra,
Williams and Romero were the difference-makers
in a 5-2 victory for the Eagles. EWU’s second-string
team faced off against the University of Idaho in the
fifth-place game. The Eagles defeated the Vandals,
2-0, with sophomore Brenna Blaser and forward Lexi
Klinkenberg providing the game’s only goals.
The final game of the day was EWU versus
the University of Idaho. EWU took a 1-0 lead into
halftime, thanks to a goal by Hoekstra. Idaho
equalized in the second half, leading to a 1-1 tie as
the game headed to penalty kicks. Senior keeper
Mallory Taylor made an impressive four out of
seven saves as the Eagles won the match and the
tournament. “We started a couple of halves slow,
but we never gave up in the end,” Taylor said.
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